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1. Visual Language Professionals Ltd (VLP) uses cookies on our website and in our mobile app for
identification and analysis purposes. By using the website, you consent to the storing and
accessing of cookies on your device.
2. This Cookie Policy is intended to inform you how we use cookies and similar technologies and
to assist you in making informed decisions when using our website.
3. This policy should be read in conjunction with the Visual Language Professionals Ltd GDPR
Policy and the Visual Language Professionals Ltd Privacy Policy.
4. Cookies are small text files placed on your computer to collect standard internet log
information and visitor behaviour information. This information is used to track visitor use of
the website and to compile statistical reports.
5. You can set your browser not to accept cookies, however, some website features may not
then function.
6. Further information regarding cookies can be found at www.allaboutcookies.org.
7. The table below sets out more information about the individual cookies used in the VLP
website and the purposes for which they are used:
Cookie Name

Cookie Owner

Cookie Description

wordfence_verifiedHuman

Wordfence

wfwaf-authcookie

Wordfence

wfvt_

Wordfence

wfvt_1303874749

Wordfence

Cookie set by the Wordfence Security
WordPress plugin to protect the site against
malicious attacks.
This cookie is set by the WordPress security
plugin “Wordfence”. It is used to authenticate
user’s login request.
This allows a security plugin we use to
operate
This allows a security plugin we use to
operate
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uid

ScoreCardResearch

session_tptc

SessionCam

IDE

Google/DoubleClick

PREF

Google/DoubleClick

VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE

YouTube

YSC

YouTube

GPS

YouTube

user_id

Magento

These cookies are used to make advertising
messages more relevant to you and your
interests. They also perform functions like
preventing the same ad from continuously
reappearing, ensuring that ads are properly
displayed, and in some cases selecting
advertisements that are based on your
interests. For further information, see the
section of the Cookie Statement entitled
"Targeted online advertising".
This cookie is set when SessionCam
initialises and is only ever used to ensure we
can read and write cookies. Once this cookie
has been set it is deleted immediately and if
the cookie fails to set, SessionCam will not
attempt to record. The cookie is named
"SessionCamTestCookie".
Used by Google DoubleClick to register and
report the website user's actions after viewing
or clicking one of the advertiser's ads with the
purpose of measuring the efficacy of an ad
and to present targeted ads to the user.
These cookies are used to make advertising
messages more relevant to you and your
interests. They also perform functions like
preventing the same ad from continuously
reappearing, ensuring that ads are properly
displayed, and in some cases selecting
advertisements that are based on your
interests. For further information, see the
section of the Cookie Statement entitled
"Targeted online advertising".
These cookies are used to make advertising
messages more relevant to you and your
interests. They also perform functions like
preventing the same ad from continuously
reappearing, ensuring that ads are properly
displayed, and in some cases selecting
advertisements that are based on your
interests. For further information, see the
section of the Cookie Statement entitled
"Targeted online advertising".
These cookies are used to make advertising
messages more relevant to you and your
interests. They also perform functions like
preventing the same ad from continuously
reappearing, ensuring that ads are properly
displayed, and in some cases selecting
advertisements that are based on your
interests. For further information, see the
section of the Cookie Statement entitled
"Targeted online advertising".
Registers a unique ID on mobile devices to
enable tracking based on geographical GPS
location.
Indicates if the shopper allows cookies to be
saved.
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DYNSRV

Hosting Provider

This cookie is believed to be used for load
balancing to manage server traffic demand.
This is a pattern type cookie set by Google
Analytics, where the pattern element on the
name contains the unique identity number of
the account or website it relates to. It appears
to be a variation of the _gat cookie which is
used to limit the amount of data recorded by
Google on high traffic volume websites.
Used by multiple companies, but usually
means adding an extra "Cookie" field to the
Language Negotiation settings, allowing the
language to be set according to a cookie.
Used to distinguish users.

_gat

Google Analytics

lang

Unknown

_gid

Google Analytics

_ga

Google Analytics

wp-settings-time-

WordPress

wp-setting-

WordPress

wordpress_test_cookie

WordPress

wordpress_sec

WordPress

wordpress_logged_in

WordPress

viuserid

Unknown

Used to determine a user's inclusion in an
experiment and the expiry of experiments a
user has been included in.
WordPress also sets a few wp-settings-{time}[UID] cookies. The number on the end is your
individual user ID from the users database
table. This is used to customize your view of
admin interface, and possibly also the main
site interface.
WordPress also sets a few wp-settings-[UID]
cookies. The number on the end is your
individual user ID from the users database
table. This is used to customize your view of
admin interface, and possibly also the main
site interface.
WordPress sets this cookie when you
navigate to the login page. The cookie is used
to check whether your web browser is set to
allow, or reject cookies.
Essential WordPress session management
cookies for logged in users.
After login, wordpress sets the
wordpress_logged_in_[hash] cookie, which
indicates when you're logged in, and who you
are, for most interface use.
Tracking cookie

pid

Unknown

Tracking cookie

at_dsp_uid_1116

adtags.pro

Advertising

dmp.id

Quora

Tracking cookie

cSyncDp[id]

acint.net

Tracking cookie - counters

dmp.ctest_id

datamind.ru

Tracking cookie

tuuid

BIDSWITCH.NET

Tracking cookie

sspuid

BIDSWITCH.NET

Tracking cookie

visessid

dmg.digitaltarget.ru

Tracking Cookie

ruid

Unknown

To Ambiguous to identify
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uuts

Unknown

Unknown

VID

Unknown

Unknown

aid

acint.net

Tracking Cookie

vid

Unknown

Unknown

chk

Unknown

Unknown

yabs-dsp

Yandex Metrica

Unknown - assumed tracking cookie

embryo

Unknown

Unknown - assumed tracking cookie

gi_u

Unknown

Unknown - assumed tracking cookie

yandexuid

Yandex Metrica

Tracking Cookie

yabbi-user

Yandex Metrica

Unknown - assumed tracking cookie

sape_sync

.adhigh.net

Tracking cookie

gdpr_popup

Unknown

This cookie is used to track who has already
been shown the notice. The cookie has been
set never to expire unless there is a change in
the privacy policy

If, after reading this policy, you have any concerns or questions please email admin@vlp.org.uk or
write to us at Visual Language Professionals Ltd, Lower Mill Shaw Barn, Sheffield Road, Hepworth,
Holmfirth, HD9 7TP
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